
December Commentary & Performance
The Auspice Diversified Program was off 0.36% in December.
We are moving to a slightly different format for the monthly commentary.  Each 
month will highlight a theme or idea. Topics will be related to investing, this strat-
egy, the market and trading based ideas. We hope you enjoy it.
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Figure 1: December Attribution for Auspice Diversified

Agility: The ability to maintain control without losing time in transition.
In sport, it is a determining factor for success as it improves the quality of 
movement. Wayne Gretzky was not the fastest or biggest, but as the highest 
point scoring hockey player ever, he is considered the best to play the game 
due to agility in moving through the play, avoiding other players, and making 
the play develop.
In corporate leadership, it is considered a critical requirement that sets apart 
companies and its chances for success. Leading in the volatile and fast paced 
environment of today requires a decisive responsiveness in order to evolve 
and survive. The Blackberry team and RIM had the world by the tail. Every-
body used their product and it was embedded in personal and business life. 
However, they failed to adapt, and respond to a changing marketplace. They 
lacked the agility needed to set up for what came next.
Agility is also critical in investing. In 2008, the equity markets rallied for the 
first half of the year and then dropped precipitously in the second half, erasing 
years of gains. Trend following strategies that were agile enough were able 
to capture gains both on the way up and the way down, not giving back the 
returns made in the rally. This is a valuable skill for any investor. The ability 
to make gains, capture them and set up for whatever happens next.
The old saying is “the trend is your friend until it bends in the end” is true, 
but if one is agile they may be able to capture the trend and worry less about 
the bend. The agility of Trend Capturing is essential and what separates fund 
managers at specific critical times.
For more discussion on this topic as it pertains to investing right now, please 
contact us directly.

Table 1: 6 Year Annualized Return Auspice Diversified
Ending Dec. 
2013

Auspice 
Diversified TSX 60 S&P 500 Barclay CTA 

Index

6 Year 
Annualized 
Return

3.30% -0.59% 3.91% 2.23%

Cumulative 
Return 21.53% 0.57% 25.86% 14.13%

Annualized                     
Std Dev 12.09% 15.89% 17.90% 5.55%

Sharpe Ratio 0.27 -0.04 0.22 0.40

MAR Ratio 0.13 -0.01 0.08 0.22

Largest 
Drawdown 25.57% 44.27% 47.51% 9.92%

Correlation 
to Auspice 
Diversified

1.00 -0.22 -0.32 0.80

Table 2: Calendar Year and Dec. 2013 Return
Auspice 

Diversified TSX 60 S&P 500 Barclay CTA 
Index

2013 
Calendar 
Return

-6.01% 9.81% 29.60% -1.75%

Dec. 2013 -0.36% 1.54% 2.36% 0.35%

Chart 1: Auspice Diversified Program Line Chart
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Sectors and Trades: 
The year was dominated by a narrow set of market movements. The Equity sector was up significantly. While many other 
sectors lacked pervasive trend, Metals and Grains were generally lower and the strategy captured these trends. 

The most successful trades occurred by being agile and capturing rapidly changing markets including: Copper, Gold, Wheat, 
Japanese Yen and the Nikkei equity index. 



Energies: 
• Energy was the most challenging sector in 2013 as markets gyrated and sustained trends were lacking. We end the 

year predominantly on the sidelines.

• With Crude as a proxy, this sector has been range-bound since 2009.

• Natural Gas has pushed higher and we have added a lone and profitable long position in December.

Metals:  
• Metals were the strongest performing commodity sector in 2013.

• Gold was the most profitable trade in 2013 and we added a new short after capturing profits in August.

• Copper is notable with one of the largest market gains in the portfolio from being short much of the year. We captured 
the short in July and have taken a long position in late 2013. Given Copper is often seen as a barometer for activity 
and the commodity markets in general, it will be interesting to see if this trend has legs.

Grains:
• Grains had a good month in December and were profitable in 2013.

• The most profitable was a short in Wheat which we captured in September and have re-entered late in the year. This 
was complimented by a short in Canola. 

Soft Commodities: 
• Softs were a struggle in 2013. 

• Coffee was one of the good opportunities with a profitable short in the latter part of the year. 

• We are long Orange at this time as this market has shown strength. 

Currencies: 
• While Currencies had a choppy year overall, December was profitable.

• One of the most profitable opportunities across the entire portfolio was a well executed short in Japanese Yen exited in 
June. We recently re-entered this short which provided recent FX gains. 

Rates: 
• It appears that global central bank participation is changing, QE into tapering, and interest rates started to shift from 

falling to rising.

• The transition has been a challenge to trade but some recent gains have been made from the curve play (higher rates 
long term, lower rates short term). 

• Most profitable trade was long Eurodollars in the short end.

Equity Indices: 
• The star of the market and even for our highly diversified and agnostic portfolio was global Equity.

• While none of the individual positions were the most profitable in our portfolio given the dynamic risk parity approach, 
there were indeed more profitable trades.

• Largest gains were made:  (long the Nikkei, with an agile exits at its peak in May), Nasdaq, and S&P.  Smaller gains 
made in Canada`s TSX 60, the Paris CAC 40 and the Russell 2000.
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